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1. INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this paper is to investigate when the Hilbert function and the 
Hilbert polynomial of a quotient local ring R/I do not change under 
"small perturbations" of the ideal I, in the following sense. 
Let (R, m) be a Noetherian local ring of dimension d. Let J c R be an 
m-primary ideal and let P E Q[Z] be a polynomial of degree d - r. Let 
Here <ft •...• fr> denotes the ideal generated by ft •... ,fro and I(M) 
denotes the length of an Artinian module M. Note that if J = m. then the 
function n .... [(R/r + <ft •. ..• fr>) is the Hilbert function of 
R / < ft •... , fr >. and P is its Hilbert polynomial. 
QUESTION 1. Is Sp an open subset of mer with respect to the m-adic 
topology? 
This is equivalent to the following question: 
QUESTION 1'. If I is an ideal generated by a part of a system of parameters 
and if eN denotes the set of ideals 
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2 SRINIV AS AND TRIVEDI 
then does there exist N > 0 such that 
for all IN E CN , for all n ~ O? 
In this paper, we will show (see Theorem 3 and Corollary 5) that this is true 
if R is Cohen-Macaulay. 
If J is the maximal ideal m, then Question 1 is about the equality of the 
Hilbert polynomials of R/I and R/IN • We define the Hilbert function of 
Jon R/I to be the numerical function 
H(J, R/I)(n) = I(R/1 + r), 
where I, J are ideals such that I + J is m-primary. Standard arguments 
imply that it coincides with a polynomial function for all large n. We 
denote this polynomial by P(J, R/J) and refer to it as the Hilbert 
polynomial of Jon R/I. 
Question 1 arose in the paper [PS] in the following special case: 
R = C[[x1, ... , XII)) is a power series ring over the complex numbers, 
1= <fl"'" fll-2) is a complete intersection of dimension 2 such that R/I 
has an isolated singularity, and J is an m-primary ideal such that the strict 
transform of I under the blow-up of J gives an embedded resolution of 
singularities for R/I (i.e., if T ... Spec R is the blow-up of J, and SeT is 
the closed subscheme defined by the strict transform of 1 in &r, then S is 
smooth, and the special fibre of S ... Spec R/I is a divisor with normal 
crossings). 
A theorem of J. Mather gives an affirmative answer to Question 1 in the 
special case (which includes the case considered in [PS]) when R;:; 
C[[X1, ... , XII]]' the ideal J is m-primary, and R/I is a complete intersec-
tion isolated singularity (as explained in [PS], Mather's results imply that 
there is an automorphism of C[[x l , ... , XII]] mapping I onto IN and 
preserving n. This sufficed for the purposes of [PS], where the positive 
answer to the question implies that a certain flat family of singular 
varieties has a simultaneous embedded resolution of singularities, given by 
blowing up a fixed ideal sheaf. However, Question 1 seems to put the 
problem in a more natural context. It is tempting to guess that a positive 
answer for a pair I, J implies that for any "flat family" of ideals {I,} in the 
corresponding collection of ideals eN' the blow-ups of R/I, along J also 
form a flat family; however, one needs to first develop a suitable theory of 
flat families of ideals, i.e., of a "local Hilbert scheme." 
In our main theorem (see Theorem 3) and its corollary (Corollary 5), we 
give an affirmative answer to Question I' (and hence Question 1) in the 
case when R is a generalized Cohen-Macaulay ring, i.e., when the local 
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cohomology modules H~(R) have finite length for i < dim R. Of course, 
this includes the interesting cases when (i) R is Cohen-Macaulay and (ii) 
R is the vertex ring of the cone over a Cohen-Macaulay (e.g., nonsingular) 
projective variety (see Example 3). 
To prove the theorem, we first show that if I and J are arbitrary ideals 
of a local ring R, then for any sufficiently large integer N and any 
IN E CN' there is a natural surjective map of graded rings 
(here for any R-algebra S, we let gr]S = en~o(rs/r+Is.) We then 
prove that in the situation of Theorem 3, this map is an isomorphism; this 
also resolves Question 1 in that case. As with the situation in [PS], the 
result obtained is stronger than just the equality of numerical functions; 
we show that the graded rings of J on R/I and R/IN are naturally 
isomorphic for any IN E CN. If R is a Buchsbaum ring, our techniques 
also yield isomorphisms of graded rings in some situations even when 
I + J is not primary to the maximal ideal (see Theorem 4). 
If R is normal and Cohen-Macaulay, we deduce using the local Bertini 
theorem [F], [V] that for any ideal I of R generated by part of a system of 
parameters, with dim R/I ~ 2, there exists another such ideal/" such 
that R//, is normal, gr R/I ~ gr R//', and H(m, R/I) = H(m, R//,). 
Thus the ring gr R/I and the function H(m, R/I) are not sufficient to 
detect the nonnormality or nonintegrality of R/I. 
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. The next section deals with 
lemmas which are needed later. In Section 3 we prove the main results. In 
the final section, we give examples of two rings for which the result is not 
true, in order to examine whether weaker hypotheses will suffice in the 
main theorem. We also raise some further questions. 
The proof of Theorem 3 is somewhat technical; as such, a reader will 
probably find it easier to first work through the proof in the case when R 
is Cohen-Macaulay, when the essential idea is not obscured by technical 
details, and various lemmas reduce to simple properties of regular se-
quences. 
2. SOME LEMMAS 
Let (R, m) be a local ring and let I, J be arbitrary ideals, with fI'···' f, 
a chosen set of generators of I. Let 
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and let 7; denote an arbitrary element of C;. We note here that when 
I + J is m-primary, then c; reduces to C N defined earlier, so 7; reduces 
to IN' If I is minimally generated by r elements, then the collection of 
ideals c; depends only on I and ";1 + J (i.e., is independent of the choice 
of generators of /). 
LEMMA 1. Let J1, ... , Jk be ideals in R such that VI + J1 = VI + J2 = 
... = VI + Jk • Then there exists N> 0 such that 1+ J j = IN + Jj for all 
1 sis k, for all 7; E c; (defined relative to VI + J j for any n. 
VProof For given i E {t, ... , k}, there exists N(i) E N such that 
( 1+ J j )N(i)-1 ~ 1+ Jj • Now for any gl, ... ,g, E (VI + Jj)N(j) we have 
I + J j = i + J j + VI + JjU + J), where _i = <II + gl"'" f, + g,). 
Therefore by Nakayama's lemma, / + Jj = 1+ Jj • Taking N = sup{N(i)!1 
sis k} we have the lemma. I 
This gives the following obvious corollary. 
COROLLARY 1. If 1+ J is m-primary, then for any [/Xed sEN, there 
exists N E N for which I(R/I + JS) = I(R/IN + JS) for all IN E CN' 
LEMMA 2. Let fl"'" f, be a part of a system of parameters (s.o.p.), and 
let / = < fl' ... , f,). Then there exists N E N for which the generators fl + 
gl"'" f, + g, of 7; E c; are part of a system of parameters. In particular, 
dim R/ IN= dim R/I. 
Proof Let dim R = d; then dim R// = d - r. Therefore there exist 
y,+ 1"'" Yd E m such that {fl"'" f" y,+ 1"'" Yd} is a system of parame-
ters. Now by Lemma 1, there exists N > 0, for which this ideal is the same 
as (fl + g" ... , f, + g" y,+ 1"'" Yd)' Hence the lemma. I 
LEMMA 3. If I and J are arbitrary ideals of a local ring (R, m), then there 
exists an N E N such that for all n E N and any 7; E C;, we have the short 
exact sequence 
(~ n 1") + I + 1" + 1 In ( R) en ( R ) 
0-- 1+1"+1 - grl I - grl 7; - 0, (1) 
and hence an exact sequence of graded modules 
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Here, for x E I and y E r, we define 
this defines a graded homomorphism of rings, and fn is the canonical 
(R/I)-linear inclusion map ker On ..... grj(R/I). 
Proof. We will prove the existence of an N EN such that for all 
n E N, the above formula for On yields a well defined surjective map. The 
formula for ker On is then immediate. 
By the Artin-Rees lemma, there exists kEN such that for n ~ k we 
have In r = (I n Jk)r- k. By Lemma 1, for 1 !5: n !5: k there exists 
N > 0 such that I + r = 7; + r for any IN E C;. This implies that the 
map On is well defined and ker On = 0 for n < k. Hence the sequence (1) is 
exact in this case. 
Assume n ~ k. Consider the canonical isomorphisms 
( 1+ r) ( In ) I+r+ 1 -+ r+ 1 +Inr ' 
each valid for all n ~ O. These isomorphisms imply that the existence of a 
surjection ° (defined by the formula stated in the lemma) is equivalent to 
the inclusion relation 
I n+1 + (I nr) cr+ 1 + (7; nr). 
So it suffices to prove that if N is sufficiently large, then there is such an 
inclusion for all n ~ k. Now 
r+ 1 + (InJn) =r+ 1 + (InJk)r- k 
=r-k(Jk+1 + (InJk) 
= r-k(Jk n (Jk+l + I). 
By Lemma 1, for Jk+ lone can choose N > 0 such that Jk+! + I = Jk+! + 
~ (for any 7; E eN)' Hence 
r+! + (I nr) =r-k(Jk n (Jk+! + I) 
= r-k(Jk n (Jk+! + ~)) 
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= r- k( Jk+l + (/; n Jk)) 
=r+ l + (I; nJk)r-k 
~r+l + (I; n r). 
This is the desired inclusion. I 
This gives the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2. If I + J is m-primary, then there exists N E N for which 
I(R/(I + r» ~ I(R/(IN + r» for all n > o. 
Remark. Lemmas 1, 2, and 3 assert that, in case I is generated by a 
part of a s.o.p. and 1+ J is m-primary, then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
1. There exists N EN such that grJ(R/I) :;; grJ(R/IN). 
2. There exists N E N such that H(J, R / I) = H(J, R /1 N)' i.e., there is 
an equality between Hilbert functions. 
3. There exists N E N such that P(J, R/J) = P(J, R/IN), i.e., there is 
an equality between Hilbert polynomials. 
We quote the following result from [SV]. 
THEOREM 1. Let (A, m) be a Noetherian local ring, and let M be a 
Noetherian A-module of positive dimension such that H~(M) are modules of 
finite length for all i < dim M. Then for every part Xl' ••• ' X, of any s.o.p. of 
M, the submodule (Xl' ••• ' x,)M of M is unmixed up to an m-primary 
component, i.e., if p E Ass M/(x t , ••• , x,)M, then either p = m or 
dim A/p = dim M - r. 
COROLLARY 3. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 1, for any Xt which is a 
part of a s.o.p., we have supp(O:xt ) ~ {m}. 
The following result follows from part of Theorem 14 in the Appendix of 
[SV], but we give a proof here for completeness. 
LEMMA 4. If m"oH~(A) = 0 for O:s i < dim A, then for any part 
Xl' ••• ' X, of a s.o.p., we have 
Proof. We prove this first for r ... 1. 
Consider the short exact sequences 
0-+ (0:x1) -+ A -+ xlA -+ 0, 
0-+ XtA -+ A -+ A/X1A ~ O. 
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By Corollary 3, supp(O:Xt) ~ {m}. Therefore H~(A) == H~(xt A) for all 
i ~ 1. Hence we have a long exact sequence 
0 -+ H~(XIA) -+ H~(A) -+ H~(A/xtA), 
-+ H~(A) -+ H~(A) -+ H~(A/XIA), 
-+ H::'-2(A) -+ H::'-2(A) -+ H::'-2(A/xtA), 
-+ H::,-t(A) 
where d = dim A. This implies that if m"H~-t(A) = m"H~(A) = 0, then 
m2"H~-t(A/XIA) = O. 
Now, by induction, 
v 0 ~ i < dim/(xt, ... ,x,). • 
Notation. If at, ... , ad is a s.o.p. of (R, m) and 
then we denote by U(q) the inverse image in R of the ideal H~(R/qi) of 
R/qj' By definition, this means 
U(q;) = (qj:(m») := {x E RI for some n EN, m"x ~ qj}. 
Since (R/q)/H~(R/q) has no m-primary component and 
(qj:(m»)p = (q;)p 
for all p E Spec R \ {m}, we have 
U(qj) = n (q;)p. 
pe{Assqj\m) 
If I(H~(R» < 00 for 0 ~ i < dim R, then by Theorem 1, 
Assqj ~ {p E Spec R I dim R/p = d - i} u {m}. 
Hence for any ak' k ~ i + 1, ak is a nonzero divisor in R/U(q). Since 
qd = q, we have U(qd) = R. 
The following is a variation of Lemma 4.2 of [GJ. 
LEMMA 5. Let (R, m) be a Noetherian local ring of dim d. Let I c R be 
an ideal of R, such that for some no E N, we have 
V 1 ~j < dim(R/I), 
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where iii = m/I. Let a1, ... , at E m2lno, such that the images in R/I of 
a1, ••• , at are pari of a s.o.p., and let qj = I + E{a;R. Then 
'In> 1, '10 s j st. 
Proof. By Lemma 4, iii2InoH~(R/qj) = 0 for 0 s j < t. This implies 
m2InoU(qj) ~ qj for 0 s j < t. 
Now for j = t the lemma is trivial. 
Assume the result for j + 1, i.e., 
As U(qj) n q7 ~ U(qj+ 1) n q7, any x E U(qj) n q7 can be written as 
x = y + aj + d, where y E qj • q7- 1 and f E q7- 1. 
Now, by the remark above, aj+dE U(qj) implies fE U(q;>' This implies 
that faj+ 1 E qj as U(qj) = (qj:m2Ino ). Therefore U(qj) n qt = qj' Hence 
the result is true for n = 1. 
Now we assume the result for n - 1, i.e., we assume 
U(qj) n q7- 1 = qj • q~-2. 
Therefore f E qj • q7- 2, which implies that y + aj+d E qj • q7- 1• Hence 
the lemma. I 
DEFINITION. A Noetherian local ring (R, m) is Buchsbaum if for every 
s.o.p. x1, ••• ,Xd' we have 
LEMMA 6. Let R be a Buchsbaum ring of dim d and let I be an ideal of R 
generated by a pari of a s.o.p. If {ai' ... ,a,} E m is a pari of a s.o.p. in R/ I, 
then 
U(qj) n qi = qjqi- 1 foralln ~ 1 and 0 sj S t, 
where qj .... I + E{ajR. 
Proof. Since 1 is generated by a part of a s.o.p. and R is Buchsbaum, 
the ring R/I is Buchsbaum. Therefore mH~(R/qJ)'" 0 for 0 sj S t, 
which implies mU(qj) ~ qj' Hence imitating the proof of Lemma 5, with 
2'no replaced by 1, we get the result. I 
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Next we prove a slight generalization of Theorem 14.11 in [M]. For this 
we imitate the proof given there. 
LEMMA 7. Let (R, m) be a Noetherian local ring. Let x" ... , Xd be a 
s.o.p. of R with d ~ 2. Let q = (x" ... , xd). Let M be a finitely generated 
R-module such that I(Ann x,M) < 00. Then 
e(q,M) = e(q',M'), 
where q' = q/(x,) and M' = M/x,M. 
Here e(q, M) := lim" .... oo(d!jnd)I(M/q"M) denotes the multiplicity of q 
on M. 
Proof Since M'/(q,)n+'M' = M/(x,M + q"+'M), we have 
Let ~ = r,1.2XjR. Then q =x,R + ~ and q,,+l =x,~" + ~"+'. There-
fore (qn+ IM:x,) = qnM + (~n+ 'M:x1). Since I(Ann(x,M» < 00 we can 
find c > 0 such that qC(Ann(x,M» = 0 and 
( 
qn+'M:x,) C (~"-CM + Ann(x,M) + qnM) 
q"M - q"M 
( 
'!In-cM + Ann(x,M) ) 
~ (~n cM + Ann(x,M)) n qnM . 
Now as the last term is a module over R/qC, and ~ is ~enerated by d - 1 
elements, the ideal ~,,-c is generated by (n -~ ~ ~ -2 J elements. There-
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fore for n > c we have 
where m is the number of generators of M and Co = /(Ann(xIM». The 
right side is a polynomial of degree d - 2 in n, so that 
( M' ) 1 e(q',M') = (d -I)! lim I n+1 Ii=T n~oo q' M' n 
= (d - I)! lim (l( ~ ) -l( ~M))-b n~oo qn M q n 
=e(q,M). • 
We recall the following definition from [SVj. 
DEFINITION. For a Noetherian local ring (R, m) the elements fl'· .. , f, 
E m are said to form an f-regular sequence if 
«(fl,.·.,fj-d:fj) ~ «(fl'···'/;-l):(m») 
=: {x E R I xmn E (fl' ... ' /;-1) for some n EN}. 
This is equivalent to saying that, for every i E {t, ... , r}, the elements 
fl/1, . .. , fj/1 form an Rp-sequence, for all p E V(fl' ... '!;) \ m. 
COROLLARY 4. Let (R, m) be a Noetherian local ring and Xl' •• • , Xd a 
s.o.p. (system of parameters) such that Xl' .•. , X, form an f-regular sequence. 
Let I = (Xl' ... ' X,) and q = (Xl' ... ' Xd). Then there exists N> 0 such 
that 
for any IN E C'N. 
Proof. By Lemma 2 and Corollary 2 there exists N E N such that 
dim R/I = dim R/IN and [(R/IN + r) :s: [(R/I + r), where J == 
(X,+ 1' ••• ' Xd). Therefore e(q/IN' R/IN) :s: e(q/l, R/l). Since XI'.'" x, is 
an I-regular sequence, by Lemma 7 we have e(q, R) == e(q/I, R/l). By the 
proof of Lemma 7 it also follows that e(q/I, R/I) :s: e(q/IN, R/IN). 
Hence the corollary. I 
We give below a definition following [T). 
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DEFINITION. Let (R, m) be a local ring. A s.o.p. al, ... , ad is called 
standard if 
I(ar, ... ,aD,R) = I«ap ... ,ad),R), 
where for an m-primary ideal J of R we define I(J, R) = I(R/J) - e(J, R). 
We quote the following result due to [T]. 
THEOREM 2. For a Noetherian local ring (R, m), a s.o.p. al, ... , ad is 
standard if and only if qH~(R/qj) = 0 for all nonnegative integers i,j with 
i + j < d. 
(Here qj = (a l , ... , aj ) and q = qd') 
LEMMA 8. Let (R, m) be a Noetherian local ring of dimension d and 
I c R be an ideal of R such that 
1. I(H~(R/I) < 00 for 0 ~ i < dim R/I, where m = m/1. 
2. I is generated by an f-regular sequence fl"'" fro 
Then there exists N and no such that mnoH~(R/IN) = 0 for 0 ~ i < 
dim R/IN (= dim R/I), where m = m/IN. 
Proof. By Lemma 4 there exists k such that mkH~(R/I + qj) = 0 for 
o S j < d - r and for any al>"" ad-r E mk, where q = 
(ft, ... ,fr,al, ... ,ad-r) is a parameter ideal in m and qj = (al, ... ,a). 
In particular, qH~(R/I + q.) = 0 for 0 ~ i, j and for i + j < d - r. Hence 
by Theorem 2, {a l , ••• , ad - r1 is a standard s.o.p. of R/I. Therefore 
I(R)_e(~ R)=l( R ) 
q I' I I+(ar. ... ,a~_r) 
_e(I+(ar, ... ,a~-r) R) 
I 'I . 
By Lemmas 1 and 2 there exists N such that {a l, ... , ad-r} and 
{ar, ... , a~_r} are two s.o.p. of R/IN with q = IN + (a l, ... , ad-r) and 
1+ (ar, ... , a~_r) = IN + (ar,· .. , a~_r)' By corollary 4 we have 
and 
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Hence {ar, ... , a~_,} is a standard s.o.p. of R/IN ; this implies 
qH~(R/IN + qj) = 0 
for 0 ::;; i + j < d - r. Since q is m-primary we have m"O !;;; q for some no. 
Hence the lemma. I 
3. MAIN THEOREM 
THEOREM 3. Let (R, m) be a Noetherian local ring and let 1,1 be two 
ideals of R such that 
1. I(H~(R/I) < 00 for 1 ::;; j < dim R/I, where iii = m/I, 
2. I = < fl' ... , f,) is generated by an f-regular sequence, and 
3. I + 1 is m-primary. 
Then there exists an N E N such that for all IN E C N we have 
gr,(R/I) ~ gr,(R/IN}. 
(Recall CN = {(fl + gl'· .. ' f, + g,)lg I , •.. , g, Em}.) 
Proof. By Lemma 3, it is enough to prove the existence of N E N such 
that IN n J" !;;; 1+ J"+1 for all n ~ 1. 
By Lemmas 5 and 8 there exist no and N E N such that for any ideal 
q = I + r.t-'x;R, where XI' ••• ' X d _, form a s.o.p. in R/I and 
XI' ••• ' xd -, E m"o, we have 
I n q" c I . q,,-1 N - N 
and 
In q" !;;; I. q,,-I. 
Now assume for the moment that 
1. the image j of 1 in R/I is generated by a s.o.p. {hi' ... ' hd _,} in R/I, 
and 
2. hi E m"o is a preimage of h; for 1 ::;; i ::;; d - r. 
By Lemma 2, the elements hi' ... ' hd -, map to a s.o.p. in R/IN also. To 
prove the result it is sufficient to prove that the map (see (1) in Lemma 3) 
I+J" IN+J" 
o· ~ ~--~~ 
n· I+ln+l IN +ln+1 
is an isomorphism for all n ~ 1, and to prove this it is enough to prove 
that 
IN nJ" + I +J"+I 
ker On = ---I-+-I-n-+~I--
is trivial. But 
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IN (') r r;;, IN (') (IN + J)" 
= IN· (IN + J)"-I 
= IN· (I + J)"-I 
r;;, I + IN ·r- I . 
13 
If ml r;;, 1+ J2, then for N ~ I we have IN ·r- I r;;, 1+ r+ I. Hence the 
result is true for such J. 
Now let J be an arbitrary m-primary ideal in R/I. By Theorem 3 in 
[NR], there exists t ~ no such that l' has a reduction ], in R/I. By this 
we mean that there is an ideal J' in R such that J'. (R/I) = ]', and J' is 
generated by a s.o.p. in R, which maps to a s.o.p. in R/I, and there exists 
k > 0 for which 
k k+ I J' r;;,J' + I and J'(J') + I = (I') + I. 
By Lemmas 1 and 2 there exists N> 0 such that image of J' in R/IN is 
generated by a s.o.p. and 
J'(J')k + IN = J'{l,)k + I, 
(J')k+1 +IN = (l1)k+1 +1. 
Hence J' is a reduction of I' in R/IN • Therefore for n = t(m + k), where 
mEN, we have 
J'mJ'k +I=J" +1 and J'mJ'k +IN =r +IN. 
By Corollary 1, there exists N > 0 such that 
for all n E N. Hence to prove the result it is enough to prove that for all 
n E {t(m + k)lm EN}, we have 
i.e., 
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Consider the short exact sequences 
(J,)m + I g R I R 
0-+ ---+ ---+ -+0 (J') m]lk + I (J') m]lk + I (J') m + I ' 
{J,)m + IN gN R IN R 
o -+ ---+ - -+ O. {J,)m]lk + IN {J,)m]lk + IN {J,)m + IN 
Since the result is true for J', we are reduced to proving that 
for all mEN. 
Let K = I + J = IN + J and let K' = I + J' = IN + J'. Then 
{J,)m + I (K,)m + I 
{J,)m]lk+1 (K,)m K'k + I ' 
Consider the short exact sequences 
It is enough to prove that ker i == ker iN' But by Lemma 5, we have 
(K,)m K'k + I. (K,)m 
ker i "" -----:----::--(I + K'k)(K,)m 
(K,)m-l(K,kK' + I) 
(I + K'k)(K,)m 
(K,)m-l(K,kK' + IN) 
(IN + Klk)(K,)m 
(K,)m K ,k +1·(K,)m 
(I + K'k)(K,)m 
= keriN' 
This completes the proof of the theorem. I 
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COROLLARY 5. Let (R, m) be a generalised CM (= Cohen-Macaulay) 
local ring (i.e., I(H~(R» < 00 for 0 ~ i < dim R) and I, J C R be two ideals 
such that I is generated by a s.o.p. and 1+ J is m-primary. Then there exists 
N > 0 such that 
Proof. If (R, m) is generalised CM, then by Theorem 1 and Lemma 4, 
any part of a s.o.p. of R is an f-regular sequence and R/I is a generalised 
CM ring. Hence by Theorem 3 we have the corollary. I 
Remark. Since every CM local ring is generalised CM, the above 
statement is true for any CM local ring R. 
THEOREM 4. Let (R, m) be a Buchsbaum ring, I and J ideals of R such 
that I is generated by a part of a s.o.p. in Rand J is generated by a part of a 
s.o.p. in R/1. Then there exists N E N such that grJ(R/I) == grJ(R/I;,) for 
all I;,E CN' where CN = {(fl + gl, ... ,fr + gr)lg I , ... , gr E (./1 + J)N}. 
(Note that we do not assume that I + J is m-primary.) 
Proof. Again, ~ Lemma 3, it is enough to prove the existence of 
N E N such that INn r c I + r + 1 for all n ~ 1. If J = (h I' ... , h k)' 
where hi"'" hk is a part of jS.o.P. in R/I, then there exists N E N such 
that, for all gl"'" gr E ( 1+ J)N, the sequen,.:.e fl + gl"'" fr + 
g" hi"'" hk is a part of a s.o.p. of R. Hence R/ IN is Buchsbaum and 
therefore, by Lemma 6, 
I;, n (I;, + J) n ~ iN (I;, + Jf- I for all n ~ 1 
=> IN n r ~ I;,u + J)n-l 
=> I;,nrc/+I;,Jn-l. 
Now (,j[ + J)I ~ 1+ J2 for some lEN. Therefore for N ~ I, we have 
I;, n r - I ~ I + r - I. Hence the theorem. I 
4. SOME EXAMPLES AND RELATED QUESTIONS 
In this section we give two examples of Noetherian local rings to show 
that Theorem 3 is false if we merely assume that R/ I is CM. For this, we 
quote the following standard result from [M]. 
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THEOREM 5. If (R, m) is a Noetherian local ring, then the following 
conditions are equivalent. 
1. R is eM. 
2. For any m-primary ideal q which is generated by a s.o.p., we have 
I(R/q) = e(q, R). 
3. There exists an m-primary ideal q which is generated by a s.o.p. such 
that I(R/q) = e(q, R). 
EXAMPLE 1. Let R = (k[X, Y, Z]j(XY, XZ»m' I = (Y), and J = (X 
+ Z), where m = (X, Y, Z). Then R is not CM, since it is not equidimen-
sional. 
Clearly Y is a part of a s.o.p. and ';1 + J = m. The ring R/I = 
(k[X, Z]j(XZ»(X,Z)' which is a CM ring. Therefore I(R/I + J) = e(I + 
J/I, R/I). Now for IN = (Y + X N), where N ~ 2, the element Y + X N is 
a nonzero divisor in R, and therefore R/IN is not CM. Hence 
But 
IN + J = I + J for all N ~ 2; 
therefore 
Hence we cannot find N EN such that grJ(R/I) e griR/IN) for all 
IN E eN' 
EXAMPLE 2. Here we give an example of a domain R of dimension 3 
and depth 2 for which Theorem 3 is not true. 
Let S = k[[s3t , s\ st3, t 4]] and R = S[[X]], where X is an indetermi-
nate. Then R is a ring of dim 3 and depth 2 but does not satisfy Serre's 
condition (S2)' Now S/(S4) has embedded primes as S is not CM. Let y 
be an element in an embedded prime of (S4) but not in any minimal prime. 
Then as S /($4, y) is zero dimensional and hence CM, the ring R/(s4, y) is 
CM. 
Now as depth R/(S4) = 1, for given N E N, the element y + g is a 
nonzero divisor in R/(S4) for some g E mN, which implies that the depth 
R/(s4, y + g) = O. Hence R/(s4, y + g) is not CM. Let I = (s\ y) and J 
be ideals of R such that J is generated by a s.o.p. in R/I. Then, as in 
Example 1, we conclude that for each N> 0, there exists IN E eN for 
which e(I N + J /1 N' R /1 N) :F e(I + J /1, R / I). Therefore we cannot find 
N EN such that griR/I) e grJ(R/IN) for all IN E eN' 
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EXAMPLE 3 (Some generalised CM rings in algebraic geometry). Let 
X .... pN be a Cohen-Macaulay projective variety (irreducible). Let C(X) 
denote the affine cone of X and let R = C(X)m' where m is the maximal 
homogenous ideal of C(X). Then Rp is CM for all p E Spec R \ {m}. 
Hence by [SV] (Appendix, Proposition 3), the ring R is generalised CM. 
Another proof that R is generalized Cohen-Macaulay may be given by 
using the explicit description of the local cohomology of R in terms of the 
cohomology of $nE z&'x(n) on X, combined with the Serre vanishing and 
Serre-Grothendieck duality theorems for the Cohen-Macaulay projective 
variety X. 
Some related questions are the following. 
1. Let R be an arbitrary Noetherian local ring 1= <f1' ... ,fr) gener-
ated by an f-regular sequence f1' . .. , fro Let J be an ideal such that 1+ J 
is m-primary. Does there exist N> 0 such that for any gl' ... ' gr E mN, if 
IN = (f1 + gl' ... ' fr + gr)' then we have an equality between Hilbert 
functions 
H(J,R/I)(n) =H(J,R/IN)(n) Vn ~ o? 
We suspect that this is true, and this is the greatest generality in which the 
conclusion holds. 
2. (a) Let (R, m) be a Cohen-Macaulay local ring of dimension ~ rand 
let d> o. Are there only a finite number of polynomials P(x) E Q[x] 
such that for some complete intersection I = (f1' ... ' fr) of height r, we 
have 
e(m, R/I) = d 
and 
H(m/I, R/I)(n) = pen) 
for all large n? 
(b) Let (R, m) be a Noetherian local ring and d, r > o. Are there 
only finitely many polynomials P(x) E Q[x] such that for some prime 
ideal p of R, we have 
and 
for all large n? 
height p = r, 
e(m/p, R/p) = d, 
H(m, R/p)(n) = pen) 
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These two questions are prompted by a theorem of Kleiman [Kl] that there 
are only finitely many polynomials which can occur as the Hilbert-Samuel 
polynomials of integral subvarieties of pn of a given dimension and degree. 
In question 2(a), it does not suffice to assume that R is equidimensional of 
depth ~ r or that R satisfies Serre's condition (Sr)' 
3. (a) Let (R, m) be a Noetherian local ring of depth ~ r. Is the subset 
{( It, ... ,Ir) E merl/l ,.··, Ir form a regular sequence} 
an open subset for the m-adic topology? 
(b) Let (R, m) be a Noetherian local ring of dimension :s; r. Is the 
subset 
{( II" .. , Ir) E mer lit , ... ,Ir form an I-regular sequence} 
an open subset for the m-adic topology? 
Note that an I-regular sequence of length :s; depth (R) is necessarily a 
regular sequence, so that (a) is a special case of (b). Lemma 2 implies a 
positive answer to (a) when R is Cohen-Macaulay. 
4. Let (R, m) be a Noetherian local ring of depth ~ r. Let I = 
(I" ... , Ir) be such that I" ... , Ir do not form a system of parameters: 
m(N) = inf{e(m, RI(/I + gt' ... , I, + g,) )Igl'"'' g, E mN and 
II + g"·".!r + g, form a s.o.p.}. 
Is 
lim m( N) = oo? 
N .... oo 
The second author has proved this for a Cohen-Macaulay local ring 
(R, m); hence for each rand d, the subset 
{( I" ... , I,) E mer II, , ... , I, form a regular sequence and 
e(m/(ft,. .. ,lr),RI(/""'.!r») = d} 
is open and closed in me,. In particular, if R is complete and Rim is 
finite, then'R (and hence m) is compact; hence the main theorem 
(Theorem 3) implies that question 2(a) above has a positive answer. Details 
will appear elsewhere. 
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Note added in proof. Some recent progress on the questions in Section 
4 is as follows. 
1. Question 2(a) is true; in fact there are only finitely many numeri-
cal functions arising as Hilbert functions of Cohen-Macaulay local rings of 
fixed dimension and multiplicity Goint paper to appear in J. Algebraic 
Geometry). 
2. There is a counterexample to Question 2(b), with R a power 
series ring over a field (it is given in a joint paper to appear in Math. 
Zeitschri!t ). 
3. Question 3 is positively answered in a joint work of the second 
author with C. Huneke (to appear in Manuscripta Math.); part (a) had been 
proved earlier by D. Eisenbud (Nagoya Math. J. 54 (1974) 61-67). 
4. The partial answer to Question 4, given by the second author, is 
to appear in a paper in Reitrage zur Algebra und Geometrie. 
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